
BIG FM AND GULF OIL JOIN HANDS ONCE AGAIN FOR SURAKSHA BANDHAN

SEASON 3, MARKING THE FESTIVITIES OF RAKSHA BANDHAN IN A UNIQUE WAY!

~ The campaign, also conducted in partnership with TV9 Network, aimed at assisting the truck drivers’

community to get vaccinated safely ~

~ Successfully culminated with 10,000+ truckers receiving the Suraksha Ka Tika ~

National, 23rd August 2021: The festival of Raksha Bandhan holds a special place in the hearts of all

Indians. Commemorating the occasion in a remarkable way, BIG FM, one of India’s largest radio

networks, once again joined hands with Gulf Superfleet Turbo Plus Truck Engine Oil for the third edition

of their highly lauded campaign ‘Suraksha Bandhan’. The initiative aimed to recognize the relentless

efforts of the truck drivers and showcase gratitude for their work also emphasized on their health and

safety, which is the need of the hour. While Season 1 of the campaign witnessed the truckers being

united with their sisters in a heartfelt manner and Season 2 saw the festival being marked with

innovative Suraksha Rakhis (carrying soap strips) amidst the pandemic, Suraksha Bandhan season 3 takes

a step forward this year by getting the drivers vaccinated at a place of their convenience.

The trying times that we have been facing over the last one year now, staying protected and healthy has

been the utmost priority of every citizen. As the entire country is getting back on its feet slowly, getting

vaccinated is the only solution to fight this grave battle. Truck drivers, especially since the onset of

lockdown, have been tirelessly travelling from one state to another to deliver goods, essentials and

medical supplies including oxygen cylinders and medicines which has been the topmost priority. To

ensure their safety, it is crucial for them to be vaccinated and help them in the process as they may not

be as technologically savvy. Understanding the importance of this and the challenges they may face, BIG

FM, TV9 and Gulf Superfleet Turbo Plus Truck Engine Oil embarked on the mission to help over 10,000

trucker friends to get their ‘Suraksha Ka Tika’.

With leading RJs of the network helping spread the word, the campaign was also conducted in

partnership with TV9 Network. The 15-day long free vaccination drive received words of support and

encouragement from the Minister for Road Transport & Highways, Nitin Gadkari during the launch. He

appreciated the efforts of this campaign, emphasized on the importance of vaccination and encouraged

the trucker community to join the drive to ensure their safety.

Speaking about the campaign, Mr. Sunil Kumaran, Country Head, Product, Marketing and THWINK BIG,

BIG FM, said, “At BIG FM, our endeavor has always been to prioritize campaigns that help bring about a

positive change in the society whilst also ensuring tangible outcomes. As India continues its fight against

the deadly virus, it is important to look out for our trucker friends, who are on the move 24x7,and ensure

their safety as well. Vaccination is the need of the hour and we are glad we are using the power of radio

to spread awareness and reach out to the trucker community once again through this initiative. We are

also thrilled to partner with Gulf Oil for the third consecutive year and successfully culminate the

campaign.”



Commenting on the campaign, Mr. Ravi Chawla, MD & CEO, Gulf Oil Lubricants India Ltd., said, “Truck

drivers have gone above and beyond their call of duty to make sure the wheels of the nation stay running

through this difficult period. Speaking and listening to them through our strong on-ground network, we

realized that their own safety remained a huge concern for them and their families. The promise of our

brand, Gulf Superfleet Turbo+ is protection and that is precisely what we are ensuring through this

campaign. We are happy to extend a helping hand to them and take an active step towards their

protection through this vaccination drive. Going by the success of our past associations with BIG FM,

Suraksha Bandhan Season 3 is yet another collaborative effort and we are thankful to them for helping

spread this message to a huge audience through their vast network. We would also like to thank TV9

Network for their support.”

For a seamless execution of the campaign, BIG FM & TV9 tied up with reputed hospitals and truckers’

associations for the vaccination drive across 11 cities including Mumbai, Ghaziabad, Ludhiana, Jalandhar,

Faridabad, Lucknow, Indore, Ahmedabad, Baddi, Delhi & Ambala. In order to create further awareness

around the initiative, they also invited stories from the Truckers where they spoke about the current

situation and how difficult it has been for them. Throughout the duration of the campaign, the radio

network also hosted doctors and experts to address questions, bust myths & hesitancy pertaining to the

vaccination. The entire campaign was further amplified on the brand’s social media platforms reaching

out to millions across the country.

ABOUT BIG FM:
BIG FM, one of India's largest radio networks with 58 stations, reaches 1.9K towns and 1.2 Lacs villages and over 34

Crore Indians across the country. BIG FM has evolved with the changing times. With the new positioning, BIG FM

plays a meaningful, relevant and compelling role in the lives of consumers. It is not just about entertainment but a

brand that has a purpose. With its extensive reach, localized content and credible RJs the brand plays the role of a

‘thought inspirer’ and an agent of positive change in society. The tag line - ‘Dhun Badal Ke Toh Dekho’ reflects the

philosophy that ‘Changing the world for the better starts with changing your thoughts’.

Realigning the programming to reflect the new positioning, BIG FM has refreshed the music promise playing your

favourite music tested with the audience besides bringing on board some big names from the Radio and

entertainment spaces across all key markets. The network's occasion-based programming, CSR Activities and client

integrated campaigns strongly reflects its Dhun Badal Ke Toh Dekho ethos. The original content-based shows and

engaging brand-led campaigns have consistently won accolades at prestigious industry awards like the EMVIES,

ABBYs, Asian Customer Engagement Awards, Indian Radio Forum & New York Festival.
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